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With this game we try to challenge the player to finish the entire game with only 3 continues.
There are no save points so you have to make the entire run in one go.
If you have friends (Or the internet) you can share cheat codes to skip some levels, but don't forget you will not get the
maximum amount of points and maybe not able to unlock certain achievements using cheat codes. The choice is yours.

With this game we're trying to get back to the old retro gaming age. Of course back in the time we didn't had Steam and it's
awesome features, so it's not completely back to the retro gaming age.
We try to make the game challenging as possible. Easy to learn to play, but you will need some skill to complete the game,
because the further you get in the game, the harder the challenges will be. At some point you will have less vision, or maybe
you're Blob will be upside-down.

Paying homage to games from the earliest days of video gaming, Blob From Out of Space is easy to play, but difficult to
complete 2D side scroller.
Blob is flying through space when his UFO gets shot down by a rocket and crash lands on an unknown planet. Blobs brother is
promptly captured by the planets evil leader and it's up to Blob to save him and to escape from the planet.
How the game plays is up to you. Each decision opens up a new path. Collecting diamonds opens up more choices, but with
them comes addition risk. With only 3 continues available and no save, risk is a bad thing! Discovered a cheat? Share it with
your friends, but use a cheat and you won’t get the maximum number of points. The choice is yours.

This game has:

Controller support
Local Co-op
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Trading cards
Achievements
Special Blob powers

Transform into enemies
Stick powers - slow down enemies
Wall jumping - jump against walls and jump again to reach places you were never able to reach without wall jumping
To make the game more challenging during the story we will be adding new gameplay features every update.
Gameplay features:

Over 100 levels including Dark levels (play with only a small amount of the screen visible); Vehicles levels (drive/fly a
vehicle and avoid explosions and bombs); Underwater levels (no jumping, but watch out for water creatures)
Great learning curve
Mini games - Diamond Rush and Retro Blob (Puzzle game)
Challenge your friends in YOLO Mode
Play with friends in local co-op mode
Relaxing game modes:

Diamond Rush
Retro Blob (Puzzle game)
Based on community feedback, we will be delivering regular updates including upside-down levels.
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This game is better than its reviews - especially in 2-player coop. That is where it really shines.. nice games.many jobs to do
with some confusing case...nice time killing. Some problem with subtitle
The subtitle would overpal in 1080P full screen, The voice is Russian and it is important to watch the subtitle if you are not a
Russian.
It is hard to distinguish blue ball and dark blue ball, I tried over 5 times but I failed everytime because i don't know which one is
dark blue.... Underrated, but pretty and fun. It starts of feeling a bit naive and kidsy, but once it gets going it turns out it's got
plenty of things for older folks to laugh about. Glad I got it.. let me just say that this game can be easily beat in one sitting, this
game is not worth the full price of 5 dollars, i bought this game for 99 cents and in 30 minutes(maybe less) i was able to zoom
through half this game in literally no time, if anything this game is fun if you like basic and easy platforming games and you
love 3D pixel graphics. but i have to say the story of this game is friggin terrible, OH YOUR OUT HUNTING AND YOUR
LIKE "DAMN I MISS MY GUNS" THEN YOU GO HOME TO FIND YOUR GUNS WERE STOLEN BY THE DUMBEST
CAST OF FINAL BOSSES IVE EVER SEEN. i understand that this game was developed with someones own time and money
and wants to be sold for 5 dollars but this game isnt even worth 99 cents, if anything i want my money back, or at least 50 cents
back. my final rating for the game would be at least a decent 6\/10, the game is meh.. dope game!
My video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/d6k1kvmd2ds. Really nice rhythmic bullet hell with great soundtrack
Well done!. Is this as good as Tetris: No. Is this as good as Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine: Nope. Is this good enough
to merit 3-4 dollars? I suppose.
While Anode immediately conjures images of Tetris, it is fairly distant. Yes the blocks drop faster and faster, and you must
arrange them in particular ways to clear space, but that is where the comparison ends. Overall, it feels a bit forced - let me
explain through a set of Pros and Cons.
Cons:
-In Tetris you need to pack the blocks in as close as possible to clear lines - this is not the case here, because its not lines that
move you forward - it is connections (whether they are diaganol, horizontal, or vertical). This gives the Tetris illusion, but
really there are different dynamics at play.
-Being colorblind, it is very difficult to tell between green and yellow - there is no reason why this cannot be fixed. This also
applies to the 'wildcard' glowy block\/diamond. All of the ones that shine are not easy to tell what it is in a quick situation.
-There is very little innovation here, the items are totally uncreative (ie. 'clears half green blocks') and were probably
something that could have been dreampt up on the spot. They also are not really fun - you just use them when you are in
trouble, more-or-less.
-Stock controls could have been better thought out (arrow up for rotate one way, right shift to rotate the other?)
-Graphics are fairly poor and look dated
Pros:
+Local co-op
+Leaderboards
+Achievements, I suppose
It took me many hours to appreciate Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine (Tetris was almost instant), so maybe I just need to
play more of this. I will give it more time, especially with co-op, but at this point I have played enough to tell you that it is no
rare gem. You get what you see in the trailer, and playing it is not really much better than it looks.
Peace,
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I may be a loser in Real life (my wife said that)
But i am the KING of my Dreams!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kq0ML3PGmhU. This satisfied me for some reason. Take my money.. Best Snow Game
Ever!
10\/10 would horse again. Contingency is a nice little DLC that doesn't cost an arm and a leg. It installs seamlessly as part of the
original Invisible game, so it shows that i have zero hours on it. My biggest complaint about Invisible (which I mentioned in my
review) was that it was too short -- I completed the campaign in about 10 hours.
This DLC rounds it off by increasing the game campaign clock plus it offers an enhanced version of "endless" mode as well,
effectively making the Invisible universe sandbox-like. You can extend the original game time campaign and wIth the addition
of new gadgets, weapons and more agents, the DLC is really worth the 6 bucks or so they're charging.
If you like Invisible, please support the devs by getting this DLC too!
8.0\/10. I finished the game in about 5hrs. I enjoyed the puzzles and the atmosphere a lot. Trying to find solutions in my mind as
opposed to using trial and error made it feel like a really nice workout for the brain.
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